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INTRASPECIFIC AGGREGATION DECREASES LOCAL SPECIES DIVERSITY
OF ARTHROPODS
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Abstract. The aggregation model of species coexistence predicts that insect species
diversity within a community is maintained by intraspecific aggregation among resource
patches. An untested corollary of this prediction is that diversity within resource patches
should decrease with increasing intraspecific aggregation. The recently derived species–
aggregation relationship provides a general formulation of this prediction: as intraspecific
aggregation increases within a geographic area, the species richness within samples of the
area decreases. We tested this prediction by compiling and analyzing 76 data sets of ar-
thropod species distribution and abundance. For each data set, we determined the mean
amount of intra- and interspecific aggregation and three types of within-sample or local
species diversity: species richness, evenness, and dominance. Using regression, we found
a negative relationship between intraspecific aggregation and all three types of local di-
versity. Intraspecific aggregation explained a significant percentage of the variation in
species diversity, typically between 20% and 60%. By comparison, interspecific aggregation
usually explained ,1% of the variation in species diversity. Our study provides empirical
support for the species–aggregation relationship as a general macroecological pattern that
emerges from intraspecific aggregation.

Key words: arthropods; intraspecific aggregation; macroecology; neutral model; species diver-
sity.

INTRODUCTION

The individuals of most species commonly occur in
aggregated patterns more often than in regular or ran-
dom patterns. That is, many species exhibit intraspe-
cific aggregation (Taylor et al. 1978). Numerous ecol-
ogists have sought to link patterns of species diversity
to intraspecific aggregation patterns (see Ives 1991,
Shorrocks and Sevenster 1995, Wertheim et al. 2000).
Most recently, Stoll and Prati (2001) tested and found
support for spatial competition models that invoke in-
traspecific aggregation to explain coexistence and di-
versity in plant communities. Previous to that, Ives
(1988) developed the aggregation model of species co-
existence to explain the diversity of insect species that
use discrete resource patches (Atkinson and Shorrocks
1981, Hanski 1981).

The aggregation model states that the coexistence of
some insect species is enhanced by intraspecific ag-
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gregation among a limited number of resource patches
that are used for copulation, oviposition, and larval
development (Shorrocks et al. 1984, Shorrocks and
Rosewell 1986, Ives 1988, 1991, Jaenike and James
1991, Sevenster 1996, Sevenster and Van Alphen 1996,
Palestrini et al. 1998, Krijger and Sevenster 2001,
Woodcock et al. 2002). Because of intraspecific ag-
gregation, larvae compete with conspecifics more so
than heterospecifics and competitive exclusion is
avoided (Atkinson and Shorrocks 1981, Hanski 1981,
Ives and May 1985, Ives 1988). Thus, intraspecific ag-
gregation increases the total species diversity found
throughout all resource patches. In contrast to this pre-
diction of total species diversity, however, little has
been known about the correlation between diversity
within resource patches and intraspecific aggregation.

In a recent theoretical study, He and Legendre (2002)
derived a similar prediction. Their species–aggregation
relationship describes how intraspecific aggregation
decreases the number of species expected in small sam-
ples from some larger geographic area. The species–
aggregation relationship is a general formulation of
how intraspecific aggregation affects local or within-
sample species diversity. Unlike the aggregation mod-
el, it does not require a specific mechanism (e.g., re-
source competition) and it is not taxon specific (e.g.,
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aggregation model has mostly been applied to carrion
flies, fruit flies, and dung beetles). The species–aggre-
gation relationship is presented in the same general
terms as is the species–area relationship (He and Le-
gendre 2002).

The goal of our study was to use empirical data to
determine whether a decrease in species diversity with-
in sampling sites emerges as a general consequence of
increasing intraspecific aggregation among the sam-
pling sites. We tested for significant effects of intra-
specific aggregation on species richness, evenness, and
dominance (collectively referred to as species diver-
sity). ‘‘Evenness’’ as used here refers to the relative
equality of species abundances, not to the degree to
which a single species is evenly distributed among
sites. We compiled species distribution–abundance data
sets (each one a separate species assemblage) into a
set of metadata which we analyzed using regression.
Each data set consisted of species and individuals dis-
tributed among spatially distinct ‘‘sites’’ or ‘‘samples.’’
For each data set, we calculated the mean amount of
intraspecific aggregation. We predicted that an increase
in mean intraspecific aggregation should correspond to
a decrease in within-sample diversity, in accord with
the species–aggregation relationship (He and Legendre
2002) and the aggregation model (Ives 1988). For com-
parison, we also estimated interspecific aggregation for
each data set and tested for a relationship between it
and within-sample diversity.

METHODS

Compilation of data sets

We collected 76 data sets of the distribution and
abundance of arthropod species (see the Appendix).
Most were published in ecological, entomological, or
conservation journals. We included only those studies
that contained distribution and abundance data for adult
individuals of at least 15 species occurring among three
or more sampling ‘‘sites.’’ The spatial scale of the data
sets varied considerably. At the finest spatial scale,
sampling sites were separated from one another by at
least 50 m but no more than 2 km; often these were
samples (e.g., pitfall traps) arranged on a grid or along
a transect. At an intermediate spatial scale, sites were
separated from one another by at least 2 km but no two
sites were .100 km distant. At the broadest scale, sites
were at least 50 km apart and at least a few sites were
more than 100 km distant. We included only studies in
which sampling effort (i.e., sampling duration) was rel-
atively consistent among sample locations. The most
common sampling methods were pitfall trapping,
flight-intercept trapping, insecticide fogging, black-
lighting, sweep-netting, vacuum-suctioning, leaf-litter
collection, and visual observation (see Appendix). Bee-

tles, ants, butterflies, moths, and spiders were the most
common arthropod groups represented among the stud-
ies. For each data set, we measured the mean amount
of intra- and interspecific aggregation and the mean
species diversity of the sites.

Measurement of intraspecific aggregation

We measured the intraspecific aggregation of each
non-singleton species (abundance .1) using the J in-
dex of Ives (1988, 1991):

x (x 2 1) 1O j j
J 5 2 X (1)5 6[ ]X N X

where xj is the number of individuals at site j, X is the
mean number of individuals per site, and N is the num-
ber of sites. If individuals are independently and ran-
domly dispersed among the sites then the number of
individuals per site follows a Poisson distribution. Each
individual exists at its site (or in its sample) with some
number of conspecifics. Averaging across all individ-
uals, J measures the proportional increase in the mean
number of conspecifics present with each individual in
the sample relative to the mean number expected based
on a Poisson distribution (Ives 1988, 1991). For ex-
ample, J 5 1 represents an increase of 100% (or a
doubling) in the mean number of conspecifics present
along with each individual in the same sample. When
J 5 0, individuals are randomly distributed whereas
values of J . 0 represent an increasing amount of in-
traspecific aggregation. J is a mean over individuals,
not samples.

J is an unbiased estimator (Ives 1988, 1991) and has
been extensively used in the theoretical development
and testing of the aggregation model of coexistence
(Ives 1991, Giller and Doube 1994, Shorrocks and Sev-
enster 1995, Sevenster 1996, Sevenster and Van Alphen
1996, Palestrini et al. 1998, Morand et al. 1999). J is
related to the clumping parameter, k, of the negative
binomial distribution in the form of J 5 1/k. One can
fit k to a species’ distribution among a set of samples
or sites so as to estimate intraspecific aggregation. In
general, k is affected by the number of samples, size
of sample plots, and species abundance (Krebs 1999),
so would be J. We also measured intraspecific aggre-
gation using the standardized version of the Morisita
index that is considered to be one of the most reliable
measures of its kind (Krebs 1999). Results derived from
the standardized Morisita index were nearly identical
to those obtained using J, so we present results for the
latter only.

Measurement of interspecific aggregation

For each data set, we used the C index of Ives (1988,
1991) to measure the interspecific aggregation of each
species. As originally presented by Ives (1988), C mea-
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sures the amount of association between two species;
it is a pairwise metric. We modified Ives’s formula so
that C would measure the tendency of individuals of a
species to aggregate with individuals of all other spe-
cies (i.e., the superspecies approach of Shorrocks and
Rosewell 1986, Wertheim et al. 2000, Krijger and Sev-
enster 2001):

x h 1O j j
C 5 2 H (2)5 6[ ]XN H

where hj is the number of heterospecific individuals at
site j and H is the mean number over all sites. An
increasingly positive value of C represents increasing
interspecific aggregation whereas an increasingly neg-
ative value represents interspecific repulsion. For each
species, C measures the proportional increase in the
average number of heterospecifics present with each
individual in the sample relative to the number ex-
pected based on a Poisson distribution. As with J, C
is averaged over individuals not sampling sites. We
used the mean C of species in each data set in the
regression analyses. We also measured interspecific ag-
gregation using a metric based on Schluter’s (1984) V
ratio. We obtained the same results as produced by the
C index thus results for V are not presented.

Measurement of species diversity

For each data set, we measured the mean diversity
within sites using species richness, species evenness
(Shannon index), and species dominance (Simpson in-
dex or Gini coefficient). The ‘‘contribution’’ of each
site to the mean was weighted by the number of in-
dividuals recorded at the site. That is, the mean was
obtained as S dj qj for all sites j 5 1 to N, where qj is
the number of individuals at site j as a proportion of
the total number of individuals at all sites and dj is the
diversity estimate at that site as measured by richness,
the Shannon index, or Simpson index. Species richness
is the number of species at a site whereas the Shannon
and Simpson indices measure diversity based on the
proportional abundances of species at a site. The Shan-
non index is determined as 2S pi ln( pi) and the Simp-
son index as 1 2 S where pi is the proportional2pi

abundance of species i for i 5 1 to S species at the
sampling site. The Shannon and Simpson indices assess
different aspects of diversity than does species rich-
ness. More precisely the Shannon index measures even-
ness or the degree to which species are equally rep-
resented at a site. The Simpson index measures the
degree to which one or a few species are numerically
dominant. For each diversity metric, we also calculated
the total diversity found in each data set by pooling
the data of all sites (of a data set) into a single sample.
This then allowed us to express the mean diversity

within the sites of a data set (i.e., mean local diversity)
as a percentage of the total diversity. Note that the mean
local diversity could not exceed the total diversity be-
cause we were using a weighted average as explained
above (Lande 1996).

Regression analyses

Each of the 76 data sets together comprised a set of
metadata that was analyzed using multiple linear re-
gression. We performed a set of regressions in which
species richness, evenness, or dominance was always
the dependent variable while intra- or interspecific ag-
gregation was always the independent variable along
with number of sites, number of species, and total num-
ber of individuals in a data set. These latter three var-
iables were considered sampling artifacts given that
they mostly derived from sampling design and effort
and not from any biological or ecological process. The
data sets exhibited substantial variation in these sam-
pling variables, and preliminary analyses indicated that
they were often significantly correlated with the di-
versity and aggregation variables. Therefore, we used
multiple regression to control the effects of the sam-
pling variables (species number and total number of
individuals were log transformed). Multiple regression
allowed us to obtain the partial regression coefficients
for the aggregation variables. Those coefficients as-
sessed the effect of aggregation on diversity in the
absence of effects due to the sampling variables. This
is one of many common uses of multiple regression
(Philippi 1993, Sokal and Rohlf 1995) and is equivalent
to removing the effects of nuisance variables by per-
forming regression on their residuals (Hayes and
Shonkwiler 1996).

Except for the number of sites, all of the independent
variables probably included some measurement error.
Error in the measurement of independent variables can
lead to incorrect estimation of regression coefficients,
including changes in sign, and dubious P values (Ped-
hazur 1997). These unwanted effects of measurement
error are most pronounced when the variance in mea-
surement error is relatively large compared to the total
variance which includes measurement error, sampling
error, and natural variation. That is, when the reliability
of a variable (1 2 [variance in measurement error/total
variance]) is high, say .0.75, measurement error is
relatively small. In such cases, measurement error has
negligible effects on the regression coefficients, par-
ticularly if the regression coefficients are large and
highly significant (Pedhazur 1997).

We assumed that the measurement error in each of
our independent variables was small enough as to not
affect the significance or sign of our partial regression
coefficients. To verify this assumption we simulated
measurement error in each independent variable (ex-
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FIG. 1. The negative relationship between intraspecific
aggregation (mean J of species in an assemblage) and mean
within-sample species richness and Shannon index for 76
arthropod assemblages, 28 beetle assemblages, and 14 but-
terfly/moth assemblages. Mean species diversity is given as
a percentage of total diversity. Species dominance (Simpson
index) exhibited a decrease very similar to that for the Shan-
non index. Lines indicate a relationship in which the partial
regression coefficient from a multiple regression analysis is
significant (P , 0.05).

cept number of sites) for each regression analysis (see
Results). We created simulated data to represent the
‘‘true’’ (without measurement error) values of the in-
dependent variables and then performed multiple re-
gression on the simulated data. This was repeated 100
times for each regression analysis. In the simulations
for producing the ‘‘true’’ data, we assumed that the
observed data underestimated the number of species
and number of individuals of each data set. ‘‘True’’
values for number of species and number of individuals
were randomly set to be between 1.5 and 2 times the
observed values. We assumed that intra- and interspe-
cific aggregation could be either over- or underesti-
mated, thus ‘‘true’’ values for these variables were ran-
domly set to be between half and twice the observed
values. These randomizations resulted in reliability val-
ues between 0.16 and 0.66 for intraspecific aggregation,
0.19 and 0.93 for interspecific aggregation, 0.19 and
0.54 for number of species, and 0.19 to 0.60 for number
of individuals. By simulating ‘‘true’’ values we also
simulated measurement error in the observed values;
however, the simulation had to be constrained such that
the variance in measurement error was less than the
total variance observed; i.e., reliability must be be-
tween 0 and 1.

For each diversity metric, we conducted a multiple
regression using either intra- or interspecific aggre-
gation (J and C respectively) and the three sampling
variables, with 76 total observations representing the
76 data sets. To control for taxon-related variation, we
performed separate regressions on the ground-dwelling
beetle data sets (n 5 28), and the butterfly/moth data
sets (n 5 14). Given that small spatial scales are prob-
ably most appropriate for testing the species–aggre-
gation relationship (He and Legendre 2002; F. He, per-
sonal communication), we also performed separate re-
gressions on those data sets representing the fine spatial
scale (n 5 17).

RESULTS

There was substantial variation among the 76 data
sets in mean intraspecific aggregation (J ranged from
20.13 to 8.79) and mean interspecific aggregation (C
ranged from 20.25 to 2.85). Likewise, mean local spe-
cies diversity as a percentage of total diversity varied
substantially: range of species richness, 13–85%; range
of the Shannon index, 36–96%; and range of the Simp-
son index, 38–99%. Most importantly, there was
enough variation in each of the aggregation variables
to provide a meaningful test of the effect of each on
the three diversity variables which were normally dis-
tributed. As predicted, the mean amount of intraspecific
aggregation had a significant negative effect on all
three types of species diversity. All of the partial re-
gression coefficients for J regressed against the diver-

sity metrics were negative and either slightly significant
(P , 0.05) or highly significant (P , 0.00001). Plots
of the univariate relationships also exhibited decreasing
species diversity with increasing intraspecific aggre-
gation (Fig. 1). We did not find significant relationships
between interspecific aggregation and species richness,
evenness, or dominance.

The coefficients of determination (R2 values) derived
from the multiple regression models provided estimates
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TABLE 1. Percentage of variation in species diversity explained by intra- and interspecific
aggregation and sampling variables.

Variable

Species diversity

Richness Evenness Dominance

All arthropod data sets (n 5 76)
Sampling variables
Intraspecific aggregation (J )
Interspecific aggregation (C )

50.7
15.7****
K1.0

27.3
34.4****
K1.0

44.8
13.9*

K1.0

Beetle data sets (n 5 28)
Sampling variables
Intraspecific aggregation (J )
Interspecific aggregation (C )

54.7
20.6***

,1.0

10.6
54.3****
K1.0

34.8
23.6*

K1.0

Butterfly/moth data sets (n 5 14)
Sampling variables
Intraspecific aggregation (J )
Interspecific aggregation (C )

35.4
35.3*
4.2

23.8
31.6*

,1.0

30.1
20.2†

3.0

Fine-scale data sets (n 5 17)
Sampling variables
Intraspecific aggregation (J )
Interspecific aggregation (C )

74.4
5.3†
1.0

31.1
24.1*
12.7

48.0
15.1*
13.0

Note: R2 values are given as percentages which represent the increase in R2 obtained by
adding an aggregation variable to a multiple regression model that includes only the sampling
variables.

† P , 0.1; * P , 0.05; *** P , 0.001; **** P , 0.0001.

FIG. 2. The negative relationship between intraspecific
aggregation (mean J ) and mean within-sample species rich-
ness, Shannon index, and Simpson index for 17 arthropod
assemblages sampled at a fine (,2 km) spatial scale. Mean
species diversity values are given as percentages of total di-
versity. Lines indicate a relationship in which the partial re-
gression coefficient from a multiple regression analysis is
significant (P , 0.1).

of the percent of variation in the diversity metrics ex-
plained by variation in mean intraspecific aggregation.
Of the 76 data sets representing arthropod assemblages,
intraspecific aggregation explained 15.7% of the var-
iation in mean species richness (of sampling sites) of
a data set, 34.4% of variation in evenness, and 13.9%
of variation in dominance (Table 1). Much less of the
variation (K1%) in diversity was explained by inter-
specific aggregation.

We conducted separate regressions on the subset of
data sets consisting of only ground-dwelling beetles
(mostly Carabidae, Staphylinidae, and Tenebrionidae)
and the subset consisting of only moths and butterflies.
Again, local species diversity declined with increasing
intraspecific aggregation (Fig. 1) and a greater amount
of variation in richness, evenness, and dominance, was
explained by intraspecific aggregation than interspe-
cific aggregation (Table 1). When the multiple regres-
sion analysis was limited to just the fine-scale data sets
(those in which separation between sites is ,2 km),
intraspecific aggregation explained more variation in
diversity than did interspecific aggregation (Table 1).
As predicted, local species diversity declined with in-
creasing intraspecific aggregation at this scale (Fig. 2).

Finally, the negative relationships between mean in-
traspecific aggregation and local species diversity ap-
peared to be robust to error in the measurement of the
independent variables. That is, even when the inde-
pendent variables were assumed to have measurement
error, the partial regression coefficients always re-

mained negative and usually significant (Table 2). The
only exception was the analysis of the butterfly and
moth data sets; if we assume measurement error then
the observed relationships between intraspecific ag-
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TABLE 2. The observed partial regression coefficients for intraspecific aggregation regressed
against each diversity metric (richness, evenness, and dominance) and the simulated range
of possible values of the coefficients assuming error in the measurement of all independent
variables.

Metric
Partial regression

coefficient†
Range assuming

measurement error
Percent significant

at P 5 0.05‡

All arthropod data sets
Richness
Evenness
Dominance

24.5
25.5
23.1

23.6 to 21.5
23.9 to 22.2
22.3 to 21.2

100
100
100

Beetle data sets
Richness
Evenness
Dominance

25.2
25.6
23.2

25.9 to 22.8
25.2 to 22.7
23.6 to 21.5

100
100

98

Butterfly/moth data sets
Richness
Evenness
Dominance

212.4
25.7
23.1

217.4 to 23.9
28.5 to 21.2
25.5 to 20.1

60
44
40

Fine-scale data sets
Richness
Evenness
Dominance

23.9
27.6
25.8

29.8 to 23.9
211.6 to 22.6
28.6 to 21.5

100
88
50

† See Table 1 for significance of observed partial regression coefficients.
‡ The percentage of simulated regression coefficients that were significant.

gregation and local diversity for those data sets may
not be significant (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

Analyzing a variety of arthropod assemblages, we
found support for the species–aggregation relationship
(He and Legendre 2002), a decrease in local species
diversity with increasing intraspecific aggregation.
This inverse relationship between intraspecific aggre-
gation and species diversity appears to be very general.
Together, our compiled data sets represented several
different arthropod taxa inhabiting sampling sites at a
wide range of spatial scales, habitats, and biomes. In
addition, the total richness of the arthropod assem-
blages varied substantially from one data set to the
next. We conducted regression analyses on several sub-
sets of data and always uncovered the same pattern:
decreasing local diversity coupled to increasing intra-
specific aggregation (Fig. 1). Indeed, intraspecific ag-
gregation was capable of explaining a large amount of
the variation in mean species diversity, particularly
when beetle assemblages were analyzed separately
from the butterfly–moth assemblages (Table 1).

Perhaps, of most importance, we also found the pre-
dicted negative relationship between intraspecific ag-
gregation and local diversity from the analysis of the
fine-scale data sets (Fig. 2). The species–aggregation
relationship (He and Legendre 2002) was developed,
in part, by analysis of the spatial distribution of tropical
trees in 50-ha plots. Our study provides evidence of

the relationship at a similar scale, but in a very different
group of organisms.

Despite all the potential sources of variation (e.g.,
differences in spatial scale, habitat, etc.) among the
data sets, the amount of variation in species diversity
(richness, evenness, and dominance) explained by in-
traspecific aggregation was substantially larger than the
amount explained by interspecific aggregation (Table
1). Interestingly, most species did exhibit interspecific
aggregation; i.e., mean C was positive for most data
sets and C values for individual species were typically
positive. Therefore, we can conclude that although ar-
thropod individuals tend to congregate with heterospe-
cifics, this interspecific aggregation has little effect on
local species diversity.

The greater effect of intraspecific compared to in-
terspecific aggregation on local species diversity agrees
with recent theory derived from neutral models. In neu-
tral models, the competitive abilities of individuals are
neutral with regard to their species identity, though
individuals may still compete and interact in other ways
(Hubbell 2001) or not at all (Caswell 1976). Neutral
theory predicts that the diversity within local ecolog-
ical communities can be explained by the dispersal ca-
pacities and intraspecific aggregation tendencies of
species that are constituents of some larger regional
species pool (Hubbell 2001, Bell 2001). Hence, it may
not be necessary to invoke species interactions as
mechanisms that influence local diversity, even if those
interactions do exist. If we assume that species inter-
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actions exist in the species assemblages (data sets) of
our study then we can conclude that these interactions,
as roughly measured by the C index, appear to have
less of an influence on local species diversity than do
the mechanisms determining patterns of intraspecific
aggregation. Alternatively, arthropod species may be
noninteractive (Shorrocks et al. 1984, Strong et al.
1984) or the C index may be a poor indicator of species
interactions, such that the present study is not an ad-
equate test of the effect of species interactions on local
arthropod diversity.

With this study, we have provided further evidence
that increasing intraspecific aggregation can substan-
tially decrease local species diversity (He and Legendre
2002). We have not discussed the mechanisms that lead
to intraspecific aggregation partly because the data do
not allow us to test mechanisms and partly because the
causes of intraspecific aggregation are numerous and
varied. Conspecifics might aggregate because of sim-
ilar habitat requirements, a shared resource base, to find
a mate, avoid a predator, or for various other reasons.
Indeed, we suggest that an attractive aspect of the spe-
cies–aggregation relationship (He and Legendre 2002)
is that it does not invoke a specific process to directly
explain species diversity. Similarly the species-area re-
lationship can be described without invoking a specific
process and likewise has several potential explanations.
Explanations for the species–aggregation relationship
should be developed and tested; however the actual
description of the relationship need not refer to mech-
anism to be useful and predictive.

The relationship between intraspecific aggregation
and species diversity deserves further study. The pat-
tern itself needs to be more thoroughly analyzed and
documented just as the species–area relationship has
been widely documented in the last half century. Pro-
cesses that lead to intraspecific aggregation need to be
studied under the premise that they may also affect
species diversity. Perhaps, a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of species diversity can be obtained by
establishing the generality and identifying the causes
of a few relatively simple ecological relationships, in-
cluding the species–aggregation relationship.
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APPENDIX

Sources and descriptions of the arthropod data sets used in this study are available in ESA’s Electronic Data Archive:
Ecological Archives E084-092-A1.


